
Paper Mache
PROJECTS

Turn paper mache into 
whimsical displays with 

these inspiring ideas!



Paper Trails
Beach House: Corrugated paper mimics corrugated steel walls. 

Bakery: The shingles on the roof come pre-cut and  
ready to go, and the door is DIY’d from balsa wood.  

Cottage: Trim down a two-story paper-mache house to make 
it a one-story, and cover it with bricks made from cut wood. 
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Pages of Fun 
This fantastic castle has a secret—

the paper-mache books are 
boxes (hello, secret storage)! Use 
paper-mache cones and cylinder-
shaped boxes for the castle and 
corrugated paper for faux book 

pages. Finish them off with  
paint and textured paper.
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Paper & Plié
Paper-mache mannequin + 

wooden dowels = dreamy ballerina 
decor! Glue dowel rods together 
for stability and secure them to 
a wood plaque to make a sturdy 
stand. Add tulle for the tutu and 

crepe paper for the top to  
bring the piece to life.

Up, Up, Away
Believe it or not, these balloons 
are made out of paper-mache 

eggs! Paint on bold stripes for a 
classic look and add felt flowers 

and homemade bunting for a 
touch of whimsy. Attach the 

balloons to their baskets (paper-
mache pots) with dowel rods.
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Baby of Mine
The paper-mache elephant 

(painted baby blue and outfitted 
with a felt saddle) is the star of 
this keepsake box. But the box 
itself is a close second, thanks 
to gold-foiled edges. And the 
balloon? It’s a paper-mache  
heart, glued to aluminum  
wire and wrapped around  

the elephant’s trunk.

Crafty Carousel
Wanna take this DIY for a spin? 

A round paper-mache box 
makes the perfect carousel 

base, and the box lid (with the 
addition of a cardstock cone) 
serves as the top. Even the 

horse is paper mache! Give it  
a gilded look with gold paint  

and a bit of distressing.
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On the Cover:  
Create paper-

mache cacti with 
personality! Add 
tiny pom poms 
or X’s for spikes 
and top with felt 

flowers. Best part? 
The cacti come 
with the pots!
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Spell It Out
Paper-mache letters bring dimension 

and inspiration to any space—just pick 
your favorite phrase! This combination 
of solid letters with simple doodles on 

bare paper mache will add a free-spirited 
vibe to a playroom or home office.



It's Gnome Problem
These garden guardians have paper 
mache cones under their hats! The 

adorable embellishments: wooden knob 
noses, faux fur beards and embroidery 
floss hair. Check out the hat patterns 

and templates on the next page!
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PAPER MACHE - GNOMES
Knitting Pattern (1 OF 3)

SKILL LEVEL: Intermediate

ABBREVIATIONS: 
BO - bind off
CO - cast on
dec - decrease/ing
k - knit
p - purl
rep - repeat
st(s) - stitch(es)

MATERIALS: 
• Yarn Bee® Yarn ID™, 5 oz (142 g) skeins  

of 252 yds (230 m):
- Seal (A) – 2 skeins
- Sand Dollar (B) – 1 skein
• Yarn Bee® Rustic Romantic™,  

3.5 oz (100 g) skeins of 220 yds (202 m):
- Okie Wheat (C) – 1 skein
- Pumpkin Spice (D) – 1 skein
- Blueberry Bushel (E) – 1 skein
• US size 6 (4 mm) knitting needles
• Yarn needle
• Traditional batting
• Knit counter
• Pom pom maker
• Wire
• Wood ball knobs—2", 1 ½", 1 ¼"
• Faux fur
• Desired embellishments
• Glue
• Fabric-stiffening spray

Gauge: 10 sts and 14 rows = 2"

INSTRUCTIONS: LARGE GNOME
Body 
With A, CO 70 sts.

Follow illustration #1a.

Row 1: K across row.

Row 2: P across row.

Rep rows 1-2, dec 2 sts every 6 rows, 5 times 
and 2 sts every 4 rows, 5 times. BO and sew 
sides together.

Hat 
With E, CO 76 sts.

Row 1: K1, p1.

Row 2: K the knit sts, p purl sts.

Rows 3-16: Rep rows 1-2. Dec 4 sts evenly 
spaced in last row (72 sts).

Follow illustration #2.

Row 17: K across row. 

Row 18: P across row.

Rep rows 17-18, dec 2 sts every 6 rows, 5 
times, 2 sts every 4 rows, 12 times, 2 sts every 
2 and 4 rows, 8 times and 2 sts every 2 rows, 1 
time. BO.

In row 51, join color B. In row 93, join color E.

Finish: Sew hat. Make a pompom using color 
B and attach it to hat’s end.

INSTRUCTIONS: MEDIUM GNOME
Body 
With A, CO 60 sts.

Follow illustration #1b.

Row 1: K across row.

Row 2: P across row.

Rep rows 1-2, dec 2 sts every 6 rows, 5 times 
and 2 sts every 4 rows, 3 times. BO and sew 
sides together.
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PAPER MACHE - GNOMES
Knitting Pattern (2 OF 3)

Hat 
With D, CO 68 sts.

Row 1: K1, p1.

Row 2: K the knit sts, p the purl sts.

Rows 3-14: Rep rows 1-2. Dec 4 sts evenly 
spaced in last row (64 sts).

Follow illustration #3.

Row 15: K across row. 

Row 16: P across row.

Rep rows 15-16, dec 2 sts every 6 rows, 2 
times, 2 sts every 4 and 6 rows, 2 times, 2 
sts every 4 rows, 5 times, 2 sts every 2 and 4 
rows, 2 times and 2 sts every 2 rows, 15 times. 
BO.

In row 25, k heart shape using color A. 

Finish: Sew hat. 

INSTRUCTIONS: SMALL GNOME
Body 
With A, CO 50 sts.

Follow illustration #1c.

Row 1: K across row.

Row 2: P across row.

Rep rows 1-2, dec 2 sts every 6 rows, 5 times 
and 2 sts every 4 rows, 1 time. BO and sew 
sides together.

Hat 
With C, CO 60 sts.

Row 1: K1, p1.

Row 2: K the knit sts, p the purl sts.

Rows 3-12: Rep rows 1-2. Dec 4 sts evenly 
spaced in last row (56 sts).

Follow illustration #4.

Row 13: K across row. 

Row 14: P across row.

Rep rows 13-14, dec 2 sts every 4 and 6 rows, 
2 times, 2 sts every 4 rows, 4 times, 2 sts 
every 2 and 4 rows, 2 times and 2 sts every 2 
rows, 14 times. BO.

In row 13, join color A and then switch back 
and forth, making 2 rows color A and 4 rows 
color C.

Finish: Sew hat. Make a pompom using color 
C and attach it to hat’s end.

Sleeves (make 2) 
Use matching color yarn and same 
instructions  to make each gnome’s sleeves.  

CO 16 sts.

Follow illustration #5.

Row 1: K across row.

Row 2: K across row.

Row 3: P across row.

Rows 4-34: Rep rows 2-3, dec 2 sts every 4 
rows 1 time and 2 sts every 2 rows 1 time. BO.

Finishing: Sew sleeve. To create arm, fold 12" 
length of wire in half. Wrap piece of batting 
around wire and glue to secure. Insert arm 
inside sleeve. Glue 1 ¼" wood ball knob to 
wrist.

Finishing Gnomes: 
Glue knit body piece to bottom half of cone. 
Glue two layers of batting to top half of cone.

Large Gnome:  
Glue faux fur beard and 2" ball knob nose 
in place. Add arms. Add 1 layer of batting to 
large hat and place hat on cone. Stitch as 
needed to hold shape.

Medium Gnome:  
Cut 6 pieces of fur. Make 2 braids of 3 pieces 
each and spray with fabric-stiffening spray. 
Add braids and glue 2" ball knob nose in 
place. Add arms. Add 1 layer of batting to 
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PAPER MACHE - GNOMES
Knitting Pattern (3 OF 3)

medium hat and place hat on cone. Roll tip 
of hat to side, adding stitches as necessary to 
hold shape.

Small Gnome: Fold 12" piece of wire in half 
and glue to tip of cone. Glue faux fur beard 
and 1 ½" ball knob nose in place. Add arms. 
Add 1 layer of batting to small hat and place 
hat on cone. Bend wire at tip of cone to  
shape hat, adding stitches as necessary  
to hold shape. 
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PAPER MACHÉ - GNOMES
KNITTING - ILLUSTRATION 1 
BODY

C B ACENTER
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CENTER

ROW 17

PAPER MACHÉ - GNOMES
KNITTING - ILLUSTRATION 2
LARGE HAT
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CENTER

ROW 15

PAPER MACHÉ - GNOMES
KNITTING - ILLUSTRATION 3
MEDIUM HAT
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PAPER MACHÉ - GNOMES
KNITTING - ILLUSTRATION 4
SMALL HAT

CENTER

ROW 13
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WRIST

PAPER MACHÉ - GNOMES
KNITTING - ARM
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LARGE GNOME BEARD (8¾" x 9")
CUT & MIRROR ALONG CENTER
FOR FULL SIZE TEMPLATE

CUT 1 FUR (SKU574707)
CENTER

PAPER MACHÉ - GNOMES 
CUT OUTS

SCALED AT 100%
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SMALL GNOME BEARD
(4" x 5⅜")
CUT 1 FUR (SKU 1937903)

MEDIUM GNOME BRAID
(½" x 5")
CUT 6 (SKU 491811)

PAPER MACHÉ - GNOMES 
CUT OUTS

SCALED AT 100%
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